
This is the sandy beach where Jesus Christ walked with his crowd of disciples 

This is a large barn structure where the haylof is for the horses, and it reminds me of 

Stonehenge from Minecraf. 

this is the second layer of heaven, where the sand lies there is a large wall of sand protectng 

the ocean and stopping outside infuences, such a crabs and crustaceans, from crawling and 

creeping in. There is a magical feeling that is light and bright surrounding the mystcal wall, full 

of beautful sunlight pouring through the sandy structure, and it is held up by magic. There is a 

whole entre ocean at the other side of the wall of sand, and the ocean is the purest, bluest, 

most Clear oceanic aqua there is. There is a lot of crabs and crustaceans surrounding and there 

is a beach with tropical sand and vines, and palm trees that have green leaves and coconuts, 

and many places in the beach where the sandy areas fold and rocks that are layered and have 

green foliage such as algae and starfsh. 

Hidden somewhere is a cave where all of Jesus followers are, and this appears to be a hidden 

structure underneath the beaches of yore, like kings and queens in Narnia in the days of old. 

There is a castle, like Cair Paravel, and there is a brick house that is wooden upstairs and has a 

backyard and front yard full of green grass, and a park that has swings and a kiddie pool, and 

many seagulls on the beaches. There is such a vast clear ocean with the calmest water that 

Jesus, calmed the storm with his hand Mathew:14-13. Jesus was asleep on a cushion in a stern, 

he began to sink under the weight of his troubling circumstances. but when he cried out for 

help, Jesus caught him by the hand and raised him out of his seemingly impossible 

surroundings. Then Jesus caught him by the hand and took him into the boat and the storm 

abated.

This kingdom is the kingdom in which Jesus ruled with a fair practcal mind and governed the 

laws and rules of his kingdom with a sound intellect and reason for the generatons of his 

ancestors before him and the new millennials that come fltering in with all the new 

informaton and scientfc data for the parliamentary government to keep its websites updated 

and refreshed with new research in order to keep the newest version updated. the kingdom is a

palace that has armor and chainmail for horses and knights that the palace needs for steeds 

and enter the kingdom and leaves dashing of to war. There are a lot of golden linings all 

around the palace where the king and queen sit, with their smaller chairs for the children and 

young people for all the grand feasts that are held at the banquet hall, with silver plates and 

golden tables full of plums and fruits of all kinds for the royalty and the commoner alike, for all 

is fair in love and war. Jesus is the type of spiritual leader that makes sure all the ground basic 

rules and laws are set in place so that all of Narnia will Reap  what they sow, and have a fresh 

harvest in the gardens full of water buckets and plenty of fresh vegetables that they grow in 

season, by season, year by year, and all of the seedling grow into something much more bigger 



than life, and the dirt and fertlizer in the soil sustains them all throughout the gardening 

season.

the kingdom is a large castle made of yellow bricks and stones and it has windows for all the 

litle children to peak their heads out and see the seagulls and feel the fresh wind, the fags 

blowing freely with purple and yellow, signifying royalty. there are cushions and the banquet is 

full of plums and fshes. there is a courtyard full of green grassy hill and lovely sunshine 

combines with the fresh breeze, and lawn chairs for lazy summer days and a picnic table for 

picnics and for the family with a checkered white and red blanket for the sandwiches. There is 

bananas and smoothies all laid out for the Narnian adventures for all the people in gods 

kingdom. There is a change of scenery for in this castle grew the largest tomatoes and 

cucumbers, and the bread of life, manna from heaven, dropped down from the wheel of tmes 

so that tme changed and this signifes growth and the spiritual lesson of family and healing, the

bread is whole in freshly made from the wheat that was grown in the garden, and it’s golden 

from the hue it had inherited from heaven and the golden bread feeds all of the hungry mouths

for all of the commoners, wives and husbands, privileged to be near the kingdom and castle of 

beauty all of Jesus and his people for rest and healing and prayer. 

The bread that falls from the heavens falls for all the people who are tred and hungry from 

their long adventures and journeys at sea with the voyage of the dawn treader, the sail ship 

with fags and wooden seaboards everywhere. Mathew 11:28 come to me all ye tred and 

burdened whose yoke is heavy, and I shall give you rest. This is just before all of the people 

from the cave underneath the beach full of sand dunes, like in fancy pants and Minecraf, come 

up from their planning downstairs and they were walking up from the stone steps that are 

layered and have green leaves, and they carried torches and lamps and candles to lead the way,

from the Passover feast from the church, they came to their second home underneath the 

beach where Jesus  drew the bread of life with nothing but his bare arms. Jesus took all of us 

underneath his arms and gave us the strength and spiritual nurturing for all of us that came to 

him in droves for healing and words of healing for all the people that carried lamps and torches 

and candles and anointed oils to rub with her hair. I’m here too, in the spirit of gods kingdom, 

and the holy spirit in human form is Jesus is at full capacity for healing as the sunlight 

shimmering refects upon his robe and the whiteness from his robe is like the sky, and blue robe

with green shirt with sandals that are brown and made of leather, and he’s so happy to be 

glorifed and exalted before us humbles ourselves, servants beneath him the teacher. There is a

large following underneath the caves, and plenty of grassy heels and sunshine. there is a golden

light at the end of this tunnel that shines gloriously fullest and richest potentally very millions 

of people for all of the prayer meetng and scriptures reading and biblical teaching, and there 

are a very large kingdom for all of Christans. 


